SUBWOOFERS

Active Subwoofer With Speaker Outputs
Active subwoofer with dual amplification for 100 V and standalone systems.

SBS 10
SBS 10 active 10” subwoofer with 160 W amplifier for subwoofer and 2 x 60 W amplifiers for external speakers.
With 100 V line or balanced and unbalanced audio inputs. Built in equaliser for treble and bass control.
Protection against overloading, overheating and clipping outputs.

427 mm

Technical Specifications

380 mm

SBS 10

Rated power

160 W subwoofer; 120 W external speakers amplifier

Subwoofer frequency response

20 Hz - 200 Hz

Speakers frequency response

20 Hz - 20 kHz

Crossover point

40 Hz - 200 Hz

Driver dimensions

10” (254 mm) woofer

Output impedance

8Ω

Equalizer center point (bass)

30 Hz ± 12 dBu

Equalizer center point (treble)

12 kHz ± 12 dBu

Dimensions

380 mm x 430 mm x 427 mm

Weight

17 kg

Material

Painted MDF

Colour

Black (RAL 9017)

SBS 10
The Heart Of Standalone Sound System
SBS 10 can be used with external speakers as a compact standalone sound system for small
and medium rooms. Separate 160 W subwoofer and 120 W external speaker amplifiers mean
there is enough power to achieve a well-balanced rich sound.

Standalone system example: SBS 10 and 2 x VIVA 8
Get the most system power from SBS 10 combined with 2 x VIVA 8 cabinet loudspeakers. VIVA 8 is equipped with 8” full range
driver and 1” tweeter. This system will sound strong and clear. Speaker cabinets can be mounted horizontally or vertically, with
rotating logo. Available in black or white colour.
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Standalone system example: SBS 10 and 4 x VIVA 3
To create elegant and light looking sound system, combination of SBS 10 with 4 x VIVA 3 cabinet loudspeakers could be used.
Connect two VIVA 3 loudspeakers in parallel to each output channel of SBS 10 and enjoy impressive sound performance of 3”
coaxial drivers enriched with a powerful bass from 10” low frequency driver. VIVA 3 is the smallest AMC cabinet loudspeaker with
emphasis not only on its sound quality, but also on the stylish appearance. Available in black or white colour.
Other system configurations are available by customer choice as well.
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